Oncologists and their Advocacy of
Exercise as a Treatment Modality
Post Diagnosis of Breast Cancer

main messages
Exercise is an evidence based cancer
treatment modality
 Exercise is seen as valid amongst local
oncologists
 Despite these two points exercise may
not routinely be being prescribed to
patients during their cancer treatment
however this provides scope for
improvement in clinical practice


background





Physical activity is important for everyone.
Exercise is necessary to treat chronic
disease of which cancer is rapidly becoming
one
Exercise Improved QALY measures typically
impacted by cancer and its treatment
◦ Weight reduction. Improving depression,
managing fatigue, and reversing muscular atrophy.

background
Patients also can suffer various secondary
aspects from cancer impacting their lives
comorbidities
 Biological mechanism support exercise as
a treatment (17)
 physical activity has been shown effective
in decreasing the risk of recurrence


studies
Ballard-Barbash et al. in their systematic
review
 Ibrahim and Al-Homaidh in a meta-analysis
 Jones et al.
 Mutire et al
 Spence et al.
 Evidence for cross cultural applicability
 Evidence for safety and tolerability


purpose


purpose of this study

“ To assess the behaviour of medical and
radiation oncologists in Australia in regards
to their promotion of physical activity to
cancer patients”
Secondarily – Assess barriers to Prescribing

aims
Assess current promotion of exercise
rates
 Assess practitioners’ levels of current
interest in and knowledge of benefits of
exercise
 Assess possible obstacles to the
prescription of exercise


materials and methods
cross sectional study of oncology
consultants and trainees in Queensland,
Australia.
 Electronic Questionairre
 Ethics approval received
 3/12, with 1/12 reminder
 Consent was obtained


materials and methods


Study participants were considered eligible if
they were:

◦ a member of Medical Oncology Group of
Australia, or
◦ a fellow or trainee of Radiation Oncology Faculty,
Royal Australian and New Zealand College of
Radiologists or
◦ trainee of the Royal Australian College of
Physicians specialising in Medical Oncology,
◦ practiced in the last year,
◦ based in Queensland, Australia
◦ they treated breast cancer patients in the past
three months.

questionnaire


Questions aimed at obtaining information on medical practitioners day to day clinical discussions
◦

How many patients would have their current physical activity levels assessed during consultation?

◦

How many patients would you discuss the benefits of exercise with?

◦

When is the best time to discuss the benefits of exercise?

◦

What type of exercise is recommended?

◦

Is prescribing physical activity a valid adjunct therapy in treating breast cancer?

◦

What percentage of patients would use this prescription after discussion?

◦

What would be the biggest limitations to prescribing physical activity during treatment for a patient?

◦

What would be the biggest boundaries to prescribing physical activity following treatment for cancer, during a patient’s
rehabilitation?

◦

Are you aware of published guidelines on exercise for cancer survivors such as the expert panel conducted by the American
College of Sports Medicine in 2009?

◦

Are you aware of research indicating that exercise can help in the treatment of other forms of cancer besides breast cancer?

◦

Rate the validity of a series of statements:
 Patients are safe pursuing exercise while recovering from cancer treatment
 Patients would like information on cancer rehabilitation and exercise
 Patients follow information given on cancer rehabilitation and exercise
 Patients are able to exercise while having treatment for cancer
 My colleagues believe physical activity is important treatment modality
 There is a lot of evidence for physical activity being beneficial in a diagnosis of cancer
 There should be more funding made available for provision of exercise during cancer treatment



Demographic details of participants



Godin Leisure Time Exercise Questionnaire:

results



The study had a response rate of 21.24%
87% felt that exercise was a very or moderately
valid adjunct treatment for breast cancer.
◦ I12 % were neutral and no respondents felt it was
invalid.





52.5% of participants discussed current physical
activity levels with all or most patients
50% reported discussing benefits of pursuing
physical activity during and after treatment
Aerobic favoured over anaerobic exercise.

results
Majority of participants felt that only 2550% of patients would follow an exercise
prescription of it was given.
 Only 1 person felt it would be used 100%
of the time.


results


Barriers during Rx
◦
◦
◦
◦



63% - time
56% - lack of knowledge
16% - concern regarding patient safety
16% - lack of evidence

Barriers After Rx
◦
◦
◦
◦

56% - lack of knowledge
50% - time
16% - lack of evidence
10% - concern regarding patient

results

results


no significant link was identified between
a clinicians own exercise philosophy and
whether or not they recommend exercise
to their patients as a treatment

discussion
Exercise is effective
 Exercise prescription has been limited.
 Patients want exercise prescription
 Rates of discussion may possibly be
increasing
 Still barriers to prescription as evidenced
by high awareness but lower prescription
rates


addressing the barriers
Changing attitudes towards cancer
survivorship vs suffering
 Funding of Survivorship Programs
 National campaigns to provide general
education and Awareness
 Private health funds getting involved
 College training programs
 Multidisciplinary approaches
 GP initiatives – GPMP, TCA;


future
Study Limitation
 Larger sample sized and higher response
rate
 Rural vs Urban


conclusion
Exercise is an evidence based cancer
treatment modality
 Exercise is seen as valid amongst local
oncologists
 Despite these two points exercise may
not routinely be being prescribed to
patients during their cancer treatment
however this provides scope for
improvement in clinical practice.
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